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We consider set-valued mappings defined on a linear normed space with convex
n  .closed images in R . Our aim is to construct selections that are Hadamard
directionally differentiable using some approximation of the multifunction. The
constructions assume the existence of a cone approximation given by a certain
``derivative'' of the mapping. The first one makes use of the properties of Steiner
points. A notion of generalized Steiner points is introduced. The second construc-
tion defines a continuous selection that passes through given points of the graph of
the multifunction and is Hadamard directionally differentiable at those points, with
derivatives belonging to the corresponding ``derivatives'' of the multifunction. Both
constructions lead to a directionally differentiable Castaing representation of a
multifunction possessing appropriate differentiability properties. The results are
applied to obtain statements about the asymptotic behavior of measurable selec-
tions of random sets via the delta method. Q 1998 Academic Press
Key Words: differentiable set-valued mapping; Steiner center; selections; Cas-
taing representation; delta-theorems
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Analysis of the behavior of set-valued mappings multifunctions gives
rise to a natural question: Can we find selections of the mapping under
consideration that inherit its regularity properties?
Let F : X i R n be a multifunction acting from a linear normed space
n n  .  .X to R . A mapping f : X ª R is a selection of F if f x g F x for all
x g X.
By the axiom of choice, such a mapping exists whenever F has nonempty
images. One is usually interested in finding a selection with some addi-
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tional properties, like measurability, continuity, differentiability, etc., moti-
vated by the specifics of the particular investigation.
This paper is devoted to the question of how differentiability properties
of a multifunction are inherited by its selections.
One of the most celebrated results on the existence of continuous
w xselections is the theorem of Michael 24 that establishes the existence of a
continuous selection for a lower semicontinuous mapping with closed
w xconvex images defined in a paracompact space. In 15 , Deutsch and
Kenderov provide a topological characterization of those mappings that
admit continuous «-approximate selection. The existence of Lipschitz-con-
w x w xtinuous selections has been shown in 6 and in 16 . Fundamental results
w xon the existence of measurable selections are contained in 11, 12, 22 . An
overview of the basic facts about how selections inherit measurability,
w xLipschitz-continuity, etc., is given in 7 . The reader can find that there is
also a presentation of some special selections and their properties, which
are widely studied in the literature.
The stronger the regularity required for the selection, the more difficult
it is to construct. The requirement of differentiability is motivated by the
natural attempt to relate some differentiability properties of a set-valued
mapping to the differentiability of a selection, as well as by the so-called
delta method.
Several concepts of differentiability of set-valued mappings have been
developed in the literature. Some pioneering geometrical concepts are
w xpresented in 7 , which correspond to looking at a certain tangent cone to
the graph of the multifunction. The contingent cone and the Clarke-tan-
w xgent cone are considered in 4]7 , and an intermediate type of tangent
w x w xcone was first treated in 37 and 17, 18 . A stronger differentiability
notion, called protodifferentiability, has been introduced by Rockafellar
w x w x28 and related to interesting phenomena in optimization in 26]28 .
Another attractive concept of differentiability of multifunctions is semidif-
w xferentiability. This concept goes back to Penot 25 and corresponds to the
w xconcept of the tangential approximation due to Shapiro 32, 33 . Semidif-
ferentiability plays an important role in the delta method, which provides
information about the asymptotic behavior of stochastic processes. In
particular, mappings containing optimal solutions of stochastic programs
are of this kind.
Our intention is to establish relations between the directional differen-
tiability and semidifferentiability of a set-valued mapping and the existence
 .of Hadamard- directionally differentiable selections. To this end, we
extend the notion of the Steiner center in two directions. A generalized
Steiner center is defined with respect to an arbitrary probability measure
having smooth density. A Steiner center is also introduced for a class of
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unbounded sets and other results on the existence of Lipschitz-continuous
selections are obtained.
w xThe existence of a differentiable selection has been treated in 16, 19 .
Gautier and Morchadi consider the Steiner selection and its properties in
w x w x19 . In 16 , Dommisch establishes two results on the topic. A kind of
Steiner selection as well as a construction exploiting the existence of a
smooth partition of unity in R n is considered there, to prove the existence
of a smooth selection under certain conditions.
Steiner selections as well as selections implicitly using the partition of
unity will be considered in this paper. Both constructions preserve measur-
ability and lead to a Castaing representation with differentiability proper-
ties of the measurable multifunction. It has nontrivial consequences for
the convergence in distribution of selections of random sets. This problem
 w x .is widely studied in the literature see 1, 2 and the references therein .
Here we only recall that the distribution of a random set does not
determine the distributions of its selections.
Our results have a specific application in stochastic programming. More-
over, it is also possible to prove some of the presented results for mappings
valued in infinite dimensional spaces. These topics exceed the scope of this
paper and will be investigated elsewhere.
2. DIFFERENTIABILITY OF MULTIFUNCTIONS
Throughout this paper we will consider set-valued mappings F: X i R n
defined on a linear normed space X and having values in R n. A general
 .assumption is that F has nonempty images, i.e., F x / B for all x g X.
We denote the graph of F by graph F. The following notions of differen-
tiability of set-valued mappings will be used.
DEFINITION 2.1. A mapping F: X i R n is called directionally differen-
 .tiable at a point x, y g graph F in a direction h g X, if the limit
y1F9 x , y ; h s lim t F x q t h y y .  .n n
t x0n
exists in the sense of Kuratowski]Painleve convergence.Â
 4 nRecall that a sequence of closed sets A , A : R converges to somen n
n  .A : R in the sense of Kuratowski]Painleve written A ª A if and onlyÂ n
 w x.if the sequence of the distance functions converges pointwise cf. 7 , i.e.,
A ª A if and only if d y , A ª d y , A for all y g R n , .  .n n
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 . 5 5 4where d y, A s inf z y y : z g A . Using
lim inf A s z : lim sup d z , A s 0 , . 5n n
nª` nª`
lim sup A s z : lim inf d z , A s 0 , . 5n n
nª`nª`
the convergence A ª A can be expressed as lim inf A sn nª` n
lim sup A s A.nª` n
w x nDEFINITION 2.2 25 . A mapping F: X i R is called semidifferentiable
 .at a point x, y g graph F, if the limit
y1DF x , y ; h s lim t F x q t h y y . .0 n n n
t x0, h ªhn n 0
exists for all h g X, in the sense of Kuratowski]Painleve.Â0
w xVarious differentiability concepts are compared in 8, 28 . It has been
established that if a mapping is directionally differentiable or protodiffer-
entiable and pseudo-Lipschitzian, then it is also semidifferentiable. We do
not provide more information about protodifferentiability because it will
be not essential for our paper. Semidifferentiability has the advantage of
generating a derivative that forms a continuous multifunction with respect
 w x.  .  .to the direction see 8 , i.e., lim DF x, y; h s DF x, y; h whereh ª h nn
the limit is taken with respect to the Kuratowski]Painleve convergence.Â
All derivatives above build some cone approximation of the graph of the
multifunction.
Continuous tangential approximations of set-valued mappings are also
w x w xconsidered in 32, 33 . It has been shown in 8 that such tangential
approximations, if they exist, coincide with the semiderivatives.
3. STEINER SELECTIONS
3.1. A Steiner Center for Asymptotically Affine Sets
In this section we introduce the notions of an asymptotically affine set
and of a generalized Steiner center for such a set.
Let C : R n be a closed convex set. We consider the representation of C
as the Minkowski sum of its recession cone and a convex hull of a set
 .possessing extreme points. Recall that the recession cone K C and the
 .linearity subspace L C are defined by
K C s y g R n : x q l y g C , for all x g C , l g R , 4 . q
 n 4L C s z g R : x q l z g C , for all x g C , l g R . .
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 .  .Furthermore, we denote by T C the complement subspace of L C and
Ãby C the set of extreme points of C. It is a well-known fact from convex
Ã .analysis that the set C [ C l T C possesses extreme points, i.e., C /T T
B, and the set C can be represented as follows:
ÃC s co C q K C , 1 .  . .T
Ã Ã .where co C denotes the convex hull of C .T T
DEFINITION 3.1. We call a closed convex set C : R n asymptotically
Ãaffine if the corresponding set C is bounded.T
Ã .We denote the set co C by C . It is evident then that C is a compactT S S
set.
EXAMPLE 3.2. The following classes of sets are asymptotically affine:
1. All compact sets.
 w x.2. All polyhedral sets by Theorem 19.1 in 29 .
3. All ``cylindrical'' sets of the form C = R k, 1 F k - n, where C is
a compact subset of R nyk.
Let the Lebesgue measure of the unit ball B in R n be denoted by V , and
its surface area computed with the n-dimensional spherical Lebesgue
.measure by S , i.e.,
p n r2 2p n r2
V s , S s nV s .
G 1 q nr2 G nr2 .  .
DEFINITION 3.3. Given a compact convex set C : R n, the Steiner
 .center s C is defined in the following way:
1
s C s ps p , C v dp , .  .  .H
V S
where S denotes the unit sphere in R n, v is the Lebesgue measure on S,
 .and s ?, C is the support function of C. Recall that the support function
 . n n  .s ?, C : R ª R of a closed convex set C : R is defined by s p, C s
 :sup p, y .y g C
w x 2This point was first introduced by Steiner 36 in 1840 for a C -convex
plane curve as the barycenter of the curvature measure. A definition using
w xnormalized isometry-invariant measure was introduced by Shepard 35 .
Changing the measure in the formula above could lead to obtaining points
w xthat do not belong to the set C. Following 7 , we use the notations
 .   :  .4­s p, C s y g C: p, y s s p, C for the subdifferential of the sup-
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  ..port function and m ­s p, C for the norm-minimal element in it. The
Steiner center can be expressed equivalently as follows:
1
s C s m ­s p , C dp. .  . .H
V B
Let m denote the normalized Lebesgue measure on B, i.e., dm s dprV .
We define the set
M s a : probability measure on B having C1}density with respect to m . 4
 .DEFINITION 3.4. A generalized Steiner center St C of a compacta
convex set C : R n with respect to the measure a g M is defined as
follows:
St C s m ­s p , C a dp . 2 .  .  .  . .Ha
B
Throughout the paper we denote the Hausdorff distance between two sets
A, B : R n by
d a, b s max e A , B , e B , A , where e A , B s sup d y , B . 4 .  .  .  .  .H
ygA
Basic properties of the Steiner center are the following:
 . n1. s C g C for all compact convex sets C : R .
 .  .  .2. s aA q bB s as A q bs B for any real numbers a and b and
any compact convex sets A and B.
 .3. The mapping C ¬ s C defined for all nonempty convex compact
sets is Hausdorff]Lipschitz:
5 5s A y s B F Ld A , B . .  .  .H
 w x.The best value for the Lipschitz constant L has been proved see 30 to
be the inverse of the Wallis integral, i.e.,
y12 n q 2 n q 1
L s G G .1r2  /  /2 2p
 .DEFINITION 3.5. A generalized Steiner center St C of an asymptoti-a
cally affine set C is the generalized Steiner center of the corresponding set
 .  .C , i.e. St C s St C .S a a S
We shall show the above properties for the generalized Steiner points.
 .Let =f x denote the gradient of f calculated at x.
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THEOREM 3.6. For any con¨ex compact set C and probability measure
 .a g M with a density u ? , the following holds:
1
St C s ps p , C u p v dp y s p , C =u p dp . 3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Ha V S B
 .  .The point St C belongs to C, and the mapping A ¬ St A defined for alla a
nonempty asymptotically affine sets has the following Lipschitz property:
5 5 5 5St A y St B F n max u p q max =u p d A , B . .  .  .  .  .a a H S S /
ygB pgB
 .Proof. Consider the Moreau]Yosida approximation s p, C of thel
 .support function s p, C of C. It is continuously differentiable, and we
 .  .may apply the Stokes formula to the product s ?, C u ? . We obtain
ps p , C u p v dp s s p , C =u p q =s p , C u p dp. .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hl l l
S B
4 .
 .We recall also that s ?, C satisfies the inequalitiesl
5 5 5 5y sup y F inf s p , C F s p , C F s p , C F sup y , .  .  .l
pgSygC ygC
 .and it converges pointwise to s ?, C . Therefore,
lim ps p , C u p v dp s ps p , C u p v dp . .  .  .  .  .  .H Hl
lª0 S S
w x  .On the other hand, it is shown in 7 that =s p, C g C and converges tol
  ..  .m ­s p, C . Thus, having in mind that the maps =s ?, C are measurablel
5 5and bounded by sup y , the following holds:y g C
lim =s p , C u p dp s m ­s p , C u p dp. .  .  .  . .H Hl
lª0 B B
 .  .  .We pass to the limit l ª 0 in 4 and use the equality u p dp s V a dp .
This implies the equivalent representation of the generalized Steiner point.
For each a g R n one has
 :  :a, St C s a, m ­s p , C a dp F s a, C a dp .  .  .  .  . .H Ha
B B
s s a, C . .
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 .The latter inequality proves that St C g C. Using the equivalent repre-a
 .sentation by formula 3 , the last statement of the theorem is a conse-
quence of the definitions, the Lipschitz behavior of the support function,
and the relation S s nV .
Note that for A being an asymptotically affine set, it holds that
 .St A g A : A. Property 2, that is, the affine character of the mappinga S
 .C ¬ St C , is determined by the affine character of the integral and ofa
the support function. Therefore it remains valid for generalized Steiner
point and asymptotically affine sets. In the remainder of this section we
use the notion of a Steiner center according to the Definition 3.4. More-
n  .over, we suppose that, given a multifunction F: X i R , its values F x
are nonempty asymptotically affine sets for all x g X. We will call a
multifunction F with the property that graph F : graph F a subfunctions s
of F. Let us consider the subfunction F defined bys
F x s F x , for all x g X ; 5 .  .  .s S
 .F is well defined by the uniqueness of the representation 1 .s
n  .DEFINITION 3.7. The function f : X ª R , defined by f x s
w  .x .St F x , is said to be a Steiner selection of F.a S
If, in addition, F is a locally Lipschitzian mapping, i.e., for any x g X
there exist a constant L and a neighborhood U of x such that
5 5d F x , F x F L x y x for all x , x g U, .  . .H 1 2 1 2 1 2
then the Steiner selection is locally Lipschitzian. Results about the exis-
w xtence of Lipschitz-continuous selections are given in 6, 7, 16 , including
 .the case of F x being unbounded sets. An interesting result on the
existence of a Lipschitz-continuous selection through any given point of
w xthe graph of the multifunction is contained in 16 .
The example below shows that none of the requirements for the results
 . y1 .cited above are satisfied, i.e., int F x s B for all x g X, F y is closed
n   .  ..for all y g R , and d F x , F x s ` for all x / x . But the corre-H 1 2 1 2
sponding subfunction F in the example is Lipschitzian, and, consequently,s
the Steiner selection is Lipschitz-continuous.
EXAMPLE 3.8. F: R i R3 is defined by setting
F x s y , y , y : sin x y q cos x y G 0, .  .  .  .1 2 3 1 2
sin x y y cos x y F 0, .  .1 2
y s x .43
 .  .It is easy to see that the Steiner selection of F is f x s 0, 0, x .
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3.2. Directional Differentiability of the Steiner Selection
 .In this section we give sufficient conditions for the Hadamard- direc-
tional differentiability of the Steiner selection. Our basic assumption
throughout the whole section is that the multifunction F: X i R n under
consideration has nonempty polyhedral values. First, we prove two state-
ments that will be applied in the proof of the main result, but might be
interesting in their own right.
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that F: X i R n is pseudo-Lipschitzian around
 .some point x, y g graph F with a constant L and semidifferentiable at that
 .point. Then the semideri¨ ati¨ e at x, y is a Lipschitzian multifunction of the
direction with the same Lipschitz constant.
 1. 1 1 2 2Proof. Let z g DF x, y; h . Given sequences t x0, h ª h , h ª h ,n n n
1  1 .  1 .there exist points y g F z q t h such that y y y rt ª z. Considern n n n n
2  1  2 ..  .y s Pr y , F x q t h . Here Pr y, A denotes the metric projection ofn n n n
y onto A. The following estimation holds for n large enough:
F x q t h2 y y y2 y y y1 y y 1 .n n n n 1 2d z , F d z , F d z , q d y , y .n n /  / /t t t tn n n n
y1 y yn 1 25 5F d z , q L h y h .n n /tn
  2 .. 5 1 2 5Letting n ª `, we get d z, DF x, y; h F L h y h . Analogously,
1 1 2 2  .. 5 5  .d z, DF x, y; h F L h y h for each z g DF x, y; h .
LEMMA 3.10. Let F: X i R n be compact-¨ alued and locally upper Lip-
schitzian at x, i.e., there exists a constant L and a neighborhood U of x such
that
5 5d F x , F x F L x y x for all x g U. .  . .H
 .Let for a fixed p g S the ¨alue of the support function of F x be gi¨ en by
  ..  :  .s p, F x s p, y for some y g F x . Suppose that F is semidifferentiable
 .at the point x, y . Then
 : 5 5sup p , z F L h .
 .zgDF x , y ; h
 .  .Proof. We consider the tangent cone T y of F x at the point y.F  x .
y1 .   . .Recall that T y s lim t F x y y , where the limit is understoodF  x . t x 0 nn
 .  .in the sense of Kuratowski]Painleve. Moreover, T y s DF x, y; 0 .Â F  x .
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By the previous lemma, we have
5 5d DF x , y ; h , T y F L h . . . .H F  x .
  ..  :Observe that s p, F x s p, y means that p is a member of the
  ..  .subdifferential of d ?, F x at y where d ?, A denotes the indicator
function of A. Since this subdifferential is the negative polar cone of
 .  :  .T y , we obtain p, z F 0 for all z g T y . The two estimatesF  x . F  x .
  ..imply our assertion for s p, DF x, y; h :
 :s p , DF x , y ; h s sup p , z : z g DF x , y ; h 4 .  . .
 :  :s sup p , z y z q p , z : z g DF x , y ; h , .
z s Pr z , T y . . 5F  x .
5 5 5 5  : 5 5F sup p z y z q p , z F L h . 4
z
 .Note that DF x, y; h / B for all h, by the Lipschitz property and the
 .assumption that F x / B for all x g X.
THEOREM 3.11. Gi¨ en a multifunction F: X i R n, suppose that the
 .corresponding subfunction F defined by 5 is locally upper Lipschitzian at alls
 .  .points x g X and semidifferentiable at all points x, y such that y g bd F x .s
 .Here bd stands for the boundary of F x . Then the Steiner selection f of F iss
Hadamard-directionally differentiable at all points x g X. Moreo¨er, the direc-
tional deri¨ ati¨ e of f is gi¨ en by the following formula:
1
f 9 x ; h s ps p , DF x , y ; h u p v dp .  .  . . .H s pV S
y s p , DF x , y ; h =u p dp , 6 .  . . .H s p
B
 .   ..  :where y g F x is such that s p, F x s p, y .p s s p
Proof. Given a direction h and p g S, we consider sequences t x00 n
and h ª h .n 0
f x q t h y f x .  .n n
lim . 7 .
tt x0, h ªhn n 0 n
The following estimation holds for t small enough due to the assumptions
and the properties of the support function:
y1 5 5D s t s p , F x q t h y s p , F x F L h . .  . .  .n n s n n s n
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Consequently, if we use the equivalent representation of the Steiner center
 .  .3 , we can interchange the limit and the integrals in 7 by virtue of the
Lebesgue theorem. Moreover, f has the same differentiability properties
  ..that the function s p, F ? has. Consequently, it is sufficient to show thats
  ..s p, F ? is directionally differentiable for all but a set of Lebesgues
measure 0 vectors p g B.
 .   ..  :We denote by y the point from F x such that s p, F x s p, y . Its s
 .  .is clear that y g bd F x . Consider DF x, y; h . By virtue of the previouss 0
 :  .lemma, p, z is bounded for z g DF x, y; h . Let us set g ss 0
 :sup p, z . The sequence D is bounded, and hence it has az g D F  x, y; h. n
converging subsequence indexed by n , for which the lim sup Dk t x 0, h ª h nn n 0
is attained. Furthermore, we denote
 :c x s y g F x : s p , F x y « F p , y . 4 .  .  . .« s s
w xUsing the results of 3 , we shall show that the «-solutions of the optimiza-
 :  .4tion problem sup p, y : y g F x have a Lipschitz behavior. Let uss
define
 :f y s y p , y q d y , F x , .  . .s
 :g y s y p , y q d y , F x q t h , .  . .n s n n
  ..  .where d ?, F x is the indicator function of F x . Note that f and g ares s n
convex proper extended real valued functions with finite infimal values.
 .  .Since the sets F x and F x q t h are compact, there exists r ) 0s s n n 0
such that the ball r B contains the nonempty sets of the «-approximate0
minimal points of f and g for all indices n large enough. Consequently,n
w xTheorem 4.3 in 3 implies
Ã Ãd c x , c x q t h F k d f , g , 8 .  .  . . .r « « n n a  r . nk k
Ã  . where d is the r-epi-distance, r ) r , and a r smax r, min fq1,r 0
4min g q 1 . Recall that the r-epi-distance is defined byn
Ã Ãd f , g s d epi f , epi g s sup e epi f , epi g , e epi f , epi g , .  .  4 .  .r n r n r n r n
where C s C l rB.r
Keeping in mind that f and g express the support functions of imagesn
of the mapping F, it is clear that we can choose r large enough such that
 .a r s r for all indices n large enough. Moreover, let r be chosen such
 .  .that F x , F x q t h : rB for n large enough. By the choice of r, its s n n
holds that
Ãd c x , c x q t h s d c x , c x q t h . 9 .  .  .  .  . .  .r « « n n H « « n n
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Furthermore, by the Lipschitz-behavior of the sets and the support func-
tion, we have
5 5sup e epi f , epi g , e epi f , epi g F Lt h . 10 . 4 .  .r n r n n n
w xRecall that the constant k , determined in 3 , is given by
Ã2 r q d f , g .a  r . n
k s 1 q 11 .1 Ã /« q d f , g .a  r . n2
Ã  .Since 0 F d f , g F 2 r, the following estimation holds: k F 1 q 8rr« .r n
 .  .We set k 9 s 1 q 8rr« and obtain from 8 ] 11
5 5d c x , c x q t h F k 9Lt h . .  . .H « « n n n n
« .Given an « ) 0, the point y g c x , and thus there exist points y g« nk
 .c x q t h such that« n nk k
« 5 5d y , y F k 9Lt h . .n n nk k k
 « 4 Consequently, there exists a subsequence of y abusing notation, wenk
. nuse the same indices n for the latter subsequence and some z g R suchk
that
y1 «t y y y ª z while t x0, h ª h . .n n n n 0k k k k
 .By semidifferentiability, z g DF x, y; h . We derive0
« :  :  :s p , F x q t h y « F p , y s p , y q t p , z q o t , .  . .s n n n n nk k k k k
 .where o t rt ª 0, while tx0. By polyhedrality we may set « s 0, i.e.,
o t .nky1t s p , F x q t h y s p , F x F g q . . . . .n s n n sk k k tnk
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The latter inequality implies
lim sup D F g . 12 .n
t x0, h ªhn n 0
 .On the other hand, we consider a point z g DF x, y; h . By the defini-s 0
 .tion of the semiderivative, there are points y g F x q t h with y sn s n n n
 .y q t z q o t . The following chain of inequalities holds true:n n
1
 :  :lim inf D s lim inf max p , y y p , yn  /tt x0, h ªh t x0, h ªh  .F xqt hn n 0 n n 0 n s n n
1
 :  :G lim inf p , y y p , y .ntt x0, h ªhn n 0 n
o t .n :  :s lim inf p , z q s p , z . /tt x0, h ªhn n 0 n
Since z was an arbitrary element of the semiderivative, we get the
estimation
y1lim inf t s p , F x q t h y s p , F x G g . 13 .  .  . .  .n s n n s
t x0, h ªhn n 0
 .  .The inequalities 12 and 13 imply the assertion.
The notion of semidifferentiability and upper Lipschitz-continuity have
a local character, so that the question of a ``local version'' of the theorem
above is of interest. Moreover, to verify these properties for particular
mappings might be a difficult task. A similar question also arises if F hass
empty images at some points. Such a local version is contained in the next
corollary, the proof of which follows from the proof of the previous
theorem.
nCOROLLARY 3.12. Let F: X i R and a point x g X be gi¨ en. Suppose
the corresponding subfunction F to be Lipschitzian locally upper Lip-s
.  .schitzian at the point x and semidifferentiable at all points x, y , y g
 . bd F x . Then the Steiner selection f of F is a Lipschitz-continuous locallys
.upper Lipschitz-continuous and Hadamard-directionally differentiable at x
 .with a directional deri¨ ati¨ e satisfying formula 6 .
Now we formulate a statement relating the directional differentiability
of a set-valued mapping to the directional differentiability of the Steiner
selection.
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COROLLARY 3.13. Gi¨ en a multifunction F: X i R n, suppose the corre-
 .sponding subfunction F to be locally upper Lipschitzian Lipschitzian ands
 .  .directionally differentiable at all points x, y g graph F : y g bd F x . Thens s
 .the Steiner selection f of F is Hadamard -directionally differentiable, and the
 .directional deri¨ ati¨ e satisfies formula 6 . If the assumptions hold only for a
 .fixed point x, then the Steiner selection is Lipschitz- continuous and
 .Hadamard -directionally differentiable at x.
Proof. The proof is the same as that for Theorem 3.11. We have to
take into account that directional differentiability, together with
w xLipschitz-continuity, implies semidifferentiability 28 . In the case of the
upper Lipschitz-continuity, we follow the same line of argument consider-
ing all limits for a fixed direction h.
w xIt has been shown in 19 that the Steiner selection is differentiable if
 .F x are nonempty compact convex sets and F has an affine approxima-
 .tion A such that A x are nonempty compact convex sets as well. The
semiderivatives or the directional derivatives build a cone-approximation
of F, and it cannot be expected that some of them form an affine
approximation. Moreover, these derivatives are always unbounded in the
 .case where F x is not a singleton. Directional and semiderivatives are
approximations, often used in the literature for different purposes cf.
w x .7, 8, 13, 28, 33 , etc. .
4. EXISTENCE OF DIRECTIONALLY DIFFERENTIABLE
SELECTIONS VIA METRIC PROJECTIONS
 .  .We call a multifunction F continuous if F x ª F x for any x g X.n
x ªxn
Recall that F is continuous in this sense if and only if it is lower
 w x.semicontinuous and has a closed graph cf. 9 .
n  .LEMMA 4.1. Let F: X i R be semidifferentiable at x, y . Then the
semideri¨ ati¨ e is a continuous function of the direction.
w xProof. The assertion has been proved in 8 for the case where X is a
finite-dimensional space. The proof is valid also for linear normed spaces
and is omitted here.
LEMMA 4.2. Gi¨ en a multifunction F: X i R n with nonempty closed
 .  .con¨ex images and a point x g X such that F x ª F x , suppose that a
xªx
nsingle-¨ alued mapping y: X ª R is continuous at x. Then the metric projec-
 .   .  ..tion f x s Pr y x , F x is continuous at x.
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 .  .Proof. It is known that Pr y, A ª Pr y, A if A ª A in the sensen n
of Kuratowski]Painleve. One hasÂ
5 5 5 5f x y f x s Pr y x , F x y Pr y x , F x .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
5 5F Pr y x , F x y Pr y x , F x .  .  .  . .  .
5 5q Pr y x , F x y Pr y x , F x .  .  .  . .  .
5 5 5F y x y y x q Pr y x , F x .  .  .  . .
5y Pr y x , F x . .  . .
Both terms converge to zero while x ª x, and we get the continuity of f.
THEOREM 4.3. Let F: X i R n be a continuous multifunction with
 .nonempty closed con¨ex images. Let points x , y g graph F, i g I, where Ii i
is some index set, be such that
 .  .  .i There is an « ) 0 such that B x , « l B x , « s B for all i, j g I,i j
i / j.
 .  .ii For all i g I, the multifunction F is semidifferentiable at x , yi i
with nonempty semideri¨ ati¨ es.
Then there exists a continuous selection f of F that satisfies the following
 .conditions: for all i g I it holds that f x s y , and f is Hadamard-direction-i i
 .  .ally differentiable at x with f 9 x ; h g DF x , y ; h for all h g X.i i i i
 .Proof. Let x , y g graph F be one of the chosen points. We define ai i
neighborhood U by setting U s x q « B. Here B is the open unit ball ini i i
 .X. By virtue of Lemma 4.1, DF x , y ; ? is a continuous set-valuedi i
mapping. It is easy to see that it has closed and convex images. By
 .Michael's selection theorem, there exists a continuous selection z h gi
 .  .DF x , y ; h . Let us consider its restriction z ? to the unit sphere andi i i
 .define a mapping z ? as follows:i
5 5¡z h if h s 1, .i~z h s 0 if h s 0, .i ¢5 5 5 5h z hr h otherwise. .i
 .Consequently, z ? is a continuous positive homogeneous mapping. It isi
 .  .obvious that z h g DF x , y ; h . For all x g U , we definei i i i
f x s Pr y q z x y x , F x . .  .  . .i i i i
 .Having in mind Lemma 4.2, it is clear that f ? is a continuous function.i
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c  .We denote further the set U s X _ D U and defineig I i
F x if x g U c , .ÃF x s .  f x if x g U , i g I. 4 .i i
The definition is nonambiguous, since U l U s B for i / j, i, j g I byi j
Ã .  .the assumption i . The mapping F ? is lower semicontinuous, since is F
too, and it has closed convex images. Applying the Michael selection
 .  .theorem, we obtain a continuous selection f of F such that f x s f x ifi
 .x g U . Now we shall prove that f x is Hadamard-directionally differen-i i
X .  .tiable at x with f x ; h s z h , i.e.,i i i i
f x q t h y f x .  .i i n n i i
lim s z h . .i 0tt x0, h ªhn n 0 n
By construction,
f x q t h y f x .  .i i n n i i y z h .i 0tn
y1 5 5s t Pr y q z t h , F x q t h y y y t z h .  .  . .n i i n n i n n i n i 0
y1 5s t Pr y q t z h , F x q t h .  . .n i n i n i n n
5y y y t z h q t z h y t z h .  .  .i n i n i n i 0
y1 5 5F t d y q t z h , F x q t h q z h y z h . .  .  .  . .n i n i n i n n i n i 0
The first term converges to 0 by the definition of the semiderivative, and
 .the second term by the continuity of z ? . Therefore, f has the desiredi
property.
A comparison between the two approaches might be interesting. An
advantage of the last construction is that the assumptions imposed on the
set-valued mapping are milder than those required in Theorem 3.11. The
disadvantages are the implicit character of the construction: there is no
formula for computing the value of the selection and its directional
derivative; the constructed selection is directionally differentiable only at
selected points; and the differentiability property cannot be globalized.
However, this result has nontrivial consequences applied to the delta
method for measurable selections.
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w xIn 16 , Dommisch establishes the existence of a smooth selection of a
set-valued mapping acting from a closed subset of R m to R n and having
y1 .   .4convex images and open preimages, i.e., F y s x g X : y g F x is
open in X for all y g R n. The existence of continuously differentiable
selection has also been shown under the assumption that the graph of F
has a smooth boundary.
5. MEASURABILITY, CASTAING REPRESENTATION,
AND DELTA THEOREMS
Let the linear normed space X be equipped with a s-algebra A. The
 .Borel s-algebra will be denoted by B X . We use the following definition
 w x.of measurability see also 7, 9 :
 . nDEFINITION 5.1. A mapping f : X, A ª R is measurable if for any
n y1 .   . 4open set C : R the preimage f C s x g X : f x g C belongs to A.
 . n nA multifunction F: X, A i R is measurable if for any open set C : R ,
y1 .   . 4F C s x g X : F x l C / B g A.
 . nRecall that f : X, A ª R is called a measurable selection of F if f is
 .  .  w x.measurable, and f x g F x almost surely. It is known see 22 that a
closed-valued measurable multifunction in a Polish target space admits a
measurable selection. Furthermore, for a multifunction F with nonempty
 n.closed values in a Polish target space in our case this is R , we can
 4choose a countable family of measurable selections f that pointwise fillsn
up the values of the multifunction:
`
For each x g X , F x s cl f x . .  .D n /
ns1
Such a countable family is called a Castaing representation for the multi-
function. Moreover, the existence of such a representation characterizes
measurability.
Our aim is to construct Castaing representations of a multifunction
F: X i R n with additional regularity properties, namely directional dif-
ferentiability. This is of interest when dealing with the delta method. Delta
theorems are concerned with the asymptotic distribution of functions of
random elements:
w x   .. nTHEOREM 5.2 34 . Let f : X, B X ª R be measurable and
Hadamard-directionally differentiable at some point x g X. Suppose that X is
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 .a Banach space and t x y x are some random elements of X con¨erging inn n
distribution to some element h, written
Dy1t x y x ª h , .n n
while t x0 and h is a random element in some separable subspace of X. Thenn
Dy1t f x y f x ª f 9 x ; h . .  .  . .n n
D
Here ª denotes convergence in distribution.
Recall that convergence in distribution of a sequence of random ele-
 .ments x : V, A, P ª X means the weak* convergence of the measuresn
m s P ( xy1 that these elements induce on the space X. A sequence ofn n
probability measures m on a metric space X weakly* converges to mn
 w x.cf. 10 if
lim g x m dx s g x m dx .  .  .  .H Hn
nª`
for all bounded continuous functions g : X ª R.
w xConvergence in distribution of set-valued mappings is considered in 31 .
The first generalized delta-theorem for set-valued mappings was formu-
w x w xlated by King 20 . Another version is given in 34 by Shapiro.
w x   . nTHEOREM 5.3 20 . Let F: X, B X i R be a closed-¨ alued measur-
able multifunction defined on a separable complete metric space X. Suppose
that x satisfy a generalized central limit formula with limit x, i.e., there is an
 4sequence t , t G 0 monotonically decreasing to 0 and a limit element hn n
such that
Dy1t x y x ª h , .n n
as random ¨ariables in X.
 .Assume, additionally, that F is almost surely semidifferentiable at x, y for
 .  .some y g F x with respect to the measure m induced by h. Then F xn
satisfy the generalized central limit formula
Dy1t F x y y ª DF x , y ; h .  . .n n
as random closed sets in R n or, equi¨ alently,
Dy1d ?, t F x y y ª d ?, DF x , y ; h .  . . .n n
as stochastic processes on R n.
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Here semidifferentiability almost surely means that the convergence of
the differential quotients hold for all directions, except for a set of
m-measure 0.
Some natural question arise: What is the behavior of the measurable
selections of F if F satisfies the central limit formula above? Do these
selections satisfy a similar central limit formula? Does the delta theorem
 .for single-valued mappings Theorem 5.2 apply to them?
A general answer to these questions is not known. The main results of
this section will contribute to the investigations of this matter.
LEMMA 5.4. Let C be a con¨ex compact set. The set of generalized Steiner
  . 4points D s St C : a g M is dense in C.a
Proof. Suppose the opposite, i.e., cl D / C. Observe that D is a convex
set. Given y, z g D obtained via the measures with densities u , u , anyy z
 .convex combination l y q 1 y l z can be obtained by the measure with
 .density lu q 1 y l u . Consequently, cl D is a convex compact set.y z
Therefore, there exists a point u g ri C, where ri C is the relative interior
of C, that does not belong to cl D. Thus, if L is the linear subspace such
 .that ri C ; u q L, then there exists a closed ball B u, b , b ) 0 such that
 .  .  .B u, b l u q L ; C and B u, b l cl D s B. Consequently, the latter
 :  :two sets can be separated by a hyperplane a, y s g , i.e., a, y ) g for
 :  .y g cl D and a, z F g for z g B u, b . We consider the set S of all
n  :  .vectors p g R such that a, z F g for z g ­s p, C . Observe that this
is a convex cone with nonempty interior, since it contains a translation of
 .the ball B u, b . Consequently, S l B has a nonempty interior as well.
Ä .Therefore, there exists a smooth function 0 F u ? F 1 with nonempty
support included in S l B. We define
Äu p .
u p s . . ÄH u p dp .B
Consider the Steiner point y with respect to the measure with density u .
We have by construction
 :  :a, y s a, m ­s p , C u p dp F gu p dp s g . .  .  . .H H
B B
Thus y f cl D, and this is a contradiction to the definition of D.
THEOREM 5.5. Let F: X i R n be locally Lipschitzian and semidiffer-
 .  .  .entiable at any point x, y with y g bd F x . Furthermore, let F x be non-
empty polyhedra for all x g X. Then F admits a Castaing representation by
 4Hadamard-directionally differentiable Steiner selections f .n
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  .. X .   . .If F is semidifferentiable at x, f x , then f x; h g DF x, f x ; h , forn n n
all h g X.
1  1 .Proof. We consider the set of functions C s f g C B, R :d q
 . 4H fm dp s 1 . It can be shown by standard arguments of functionalB
 m4analysis that there is a countable set u , which is dense in it with respect
to the supremum-norm.
 m4  m4Consider the probability measures a on B that have u as densi-
ties. We denote the Steiner selection with respect to the probability
measure a m by f m. It is Hadamard-directionally differentiable by Theo-
 m.  .rem 3.11, and measurable by its continuity. It is obvious that f 9 x; h g
 m . .  m ..DF x, f x ; h if F is semidifferentiable at x, f x by the definition of
 m4semiderivatives. We shall show that the union of selections f is the
 .Castaing representation we are looking for. Let a point x, y g graph F
and d ) 0 be given. By virtue of the previous lemma, there is a measure
15   .. 5a g M such that St F x y y F d . Let u be the density of thisa 2
5 5measure. Furthermore, we set k [ max y . There exists a density uy g F  x . d
<  .  . <such that sup u y y u y F dr2k . Taking the Steiner point with respectd
to the measure a with this density, we obtaind
5 5St F x y St F x .  . .  .a ad
F m ­s p , F x u p y u p m dp .  .  .  . . .  .H d
B
d 1
F k m dp s d . .H2k 2B
5   .. 5Consequently, St F x y y F d , and this proves the assertion, since dad
is arbitrary.
COROLLARY 5.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.5, assume that the
random elements x g X satisfy a generalized central limit formula with limitn
x, i.e.,
Dy1t x y x ª h .n n
 .as random ¨ariables in X, where t x0. Then for any point y g F x , then
 .random sets F x satisfy the generalized central limit formulan
Dy1t F x y y ª DF x , y ; h , .  . .n n
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 4and F admits a Castaing representation f by Steiner selections such that allk
f satisfy the generalized central limit formulak
D Xy1t f x y f x ª f x ; h g DF x , f x ; h . .  .  .  . .n k n k k k
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 5.3, 5.5, and 5.2.
Observe that Lemma 3.9 implies that for any h there are elements
 . 5 5 5 5z g DF x, y; h such that z F L h by estimating the distance of 0 g
 .  .DF x, y; 0 to DF x, y; h .
THEOREM 5.7. Let F: R m i R n be a pseudo-Lipschitzian multifunction
with nonempty closed con¨ex images. Suppose that F is semidifferentiable at
 .  .all points x, y g graph F. Gi¨ en a point x, y g graph F, F admits a
 4Castaing representation by continuous selections f with the following prop-n
 .erty: For any point x, y g graph F and for any « ) 0, there is a selection fn
5  .5such that y y f x F « and f is Hadamard-directionally differentiable atn n
X5 5  .   . .some x: x y x F « with f x; h g DF x, f x ; h , for all h g X. AllÄ Ä Ä Än n
selections are Hadamard-directionally differentiable at x, and there is a selec-
 .tion such that f x s y.n
 i .Proof. We choose points x , y that build a countable dense set ofn n
m i  .points in the graph F, i.e., x are dense in R and y are dense in F x .n n n
i  .Let the points y form a countable dense set in F x and y belong to this
set. Since the points x and x can always be separated by neighborhoods,n
 . iwe may use Theorem 4.3 to construct selections f such that f x s yni ni n n
i .and f x s y . We only slightly modify the construction in the followingni
way. Let L be the smallest Lipschitz constant associated with the pointni
 i . i m nx , y and its neighborhood U = V : R = R . Moreover, the neigh-n n n n
 . i  i .borhood is chosen such that U : B x , 1 and V : B y , 1 . We maken n n n
i .  .use of Lemma 3.9 and choose the selection z h g DF x , y , h lni n n
 . 5 5 5  .5B 0, L q 1 for h s 1, i.e., z h F L q 1. We proceed furtherni ni ni
 .with constructing f by using z h as in the Theorem 4.3. The selectionsni ni
f are measurable by their continuity. It remains to prove that the familyni
 4  .f is a Castaing representation of F. Let x, y g graph F and d ) 0.ni
 .  .The density of f x in F x holds trivially by construction. Assume thatni
 .x / x. Consequently, there exists a neighborhood U = V of x, y such that
 .  . 5 5x f U and F x l V : F x q L x y x B for all x g U. By the densityÃ Ã Ã
 4 m  i 4  .of x in R , and of y in F x , for any D ) 0 there exist points xn n n k
5 5 i  . 5 i   ..5such that x y x - D and y g F x such that y y Pr y, F x - D.k k k k k
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 . iBy construction, there is a selection f where f x s y . Recall that fk i k i k k k i
is constructed in such a way that
x y xki 5 5f x s Pr y q x y x z , F x .  .k i k k k i  / /5 5x y xk
for k large enough. Using this, the pseudo-Lipschitz behavior of F, and
the Lipschitz behavior of the metric projection, we obtain
5 5 5 5 5 i 5y y f x F y y Pr y , F x q Pr y , F x y y .  .  . .  .k i k k k
5 i 5q y y f x .k k i
x y xk
5 5 5 5F L x y x q D q x y x zk k k i  /5 5x y xk
5 i i 5q y y Pr y , F x . .k k
F D L q D q D L q 1 q D L. .k i
Since D can be chosen to be arbitrarily small, the right-hand side in the
last inequality will become smaller than d if the constants L arek i
bounded for points close enough to the given point x. This is true, since
the constants L were taken to be the smallest Lipschitz constantsni
i  i .associated with the neighborhoods U = V of the points x , y . Wen n n n
 .  .consider the closed set B x, 1 q D = B y, 1 q D for some D ) 0. It0 0 0
contains the whole neighborhoods U = V i for D - D . By compactnessk k 0
arguments, there is a Lipschitz constant L associated with this set, and it is
evident that L F L. Taking D small enough, we obtain the desiredni
estimate.
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let the random elements x g R m satisfy a generalizedn
central limit formula with limit x, i.e., for some t x0,n
Dy1t x y x ª h. .n n
 .Gi¨ en a point y g F x , under the assumptions of the pre¨ious theorem, F
 4admits a Castaing representation f by continuous selections such that all fk k
satisfy the generalized central limit formula
D Xy1t f x y f x ª f x ; h g DF x , f x ; h . .  .  .  . .n k n k k k
X .  .Moreo¨er, f x; h are dense in DF x, y; h if h / 0.k
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Proof. We apply Theorem 5.7 to construct a Castaing representation
with the desired differentiability properties of the selections. We add to
the set of selections constructed there another set of countably many
X .  .selections f with the following properties: f x s y and f x; h arej j j
 .dense in DF x, y; h . To do this, let us consider a countable set of points
 .z that is dense in DF x, y; h . We can construct continuous selectionsj
 .  .  .z ? g DF x, y; ? such that z h s z in the following way. We definej j j
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .DF h s DF x, y; h for all h / h and DF h s z . The mapping DF ?j j j j
 .is lower semicontinuous, since is DF x, y; ? as well. It has convex closed
 .images, and hence there is a continuous selection z ? of it by virtue ofÃj
 .  .Michael's selection theorem. We use z ? to define a mapping z ? asÃj i
follows:
5 5 5 5¡z a if a s h , .Ãi
0 if a s 0,~z a s .i 5 5 5 5a h
z a otherwise.Ãi¢  /5 5 5 5h a
 .  .The selections z ? of DF x, y; ? have the desired properties: they arej
 .  .continuous and positive homogeneous, and z h s z . We use z ? toj j j
construct f as in Theorem 4.3.j
All selections are Hadamard-directionally differentiable at x
by construction and, consequently, they satisfy the central limit formula by
X .  .virtue of Theorem 5.2. Since f x; h s z h s z and z are dense inj j j j
 .DF x, y; h , we are done.
Let us mention some of the results published on the topic of conver-
gence in the distribution of measurable selections of multifunctions. Inter-
w xesting results are given in 1 by Artstein, where the set of distributions of
measurable selections of random sets has been studied from a slightly
different point of view. The primal object there is a given distribution on
some compact subset of a complete separable metric space. Artstein
considers which distributions on the space are induced by selections of
w xrandom sets with the given probability distribution. In 2 ``almost'' Cas-
taing representations are considered. Comparable results are given by
w x w x w xKing 20 and Lachout 23 . In Theorem 4.3 in 20 , a generalized central
limit formula for all measurable selections is established under the as-
 .sumption that the multifunction is upper Lipschitzian, F x s y, and
 .DF x, y; h is single-valued almost everywhere. As noticed in the same
paper, under these conditions F is not far from being single-valued in a
w xsmall neighborhood of x. Another relevant result is contained in 23 . A
multifunction acting between two infinite-dimensional spaces is considered
 .  .there. The values F x are supposed to be compact, and F x s y to be a
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singleton. The statement is that the measurable selections f of F do not
satisfy the central limit formula themselves, but there are subsequences for
which the formula holds.
Summarizing, we can say that we do not have a result stating a central
limit formula for all selections of the multifunction, but we are able to
construct a Castaing representation with this property under relatively
general assumptions. Keeping in mind the literature mentioned above, it is
clear that statements of this kind should be possible for all measurable
selections under very restrictive assumptions only.
The nontrivial examples of set-valued mappings our results refer to are
solution set mappings of stochastic programs subjected to perturbations. In
w xparticular, stability investigations presented in 14 identify conditions for
the directional and semidifferentiability of the solution set mapping of
two-stage stochastic programs with random right-hand sides by general
convex perturbations. An application of the results presented in this paper
would contribute to the asymptotic analysis of two-stage stochastic pro-
grams. This subject will be dealt with in a separate paper.
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